
and hence to less U.S. control over resources.6

In this context, the DDT ban was seen as essential to
maintain oligarchical control over raw materials. The DDT
ban also became central to the buildup of the environmental- EuropeanAuto Sector
ist movement. In the early 1970s, science and technology
in the Western world were being deliberately infected with On theChoppingBlock
an anti-science philosophy to wean the American population
away from its enthusiasm for progress, the Apollo Program, by Rainer Apel
and eliminating poverty. The rock/drugs/sex counterculture
recruited the youth out of scientific and cultural optimism,

European labor union leaders have long been in denial aboutinto anti-Vietnam war protest, and then into the green arms
of “Mother Nature.” When leading scientists proclaim in a the future of their industry, insisting that the kind of massive

job cuts occurring in the United States “won’t happen here.”third-of-a-page ad in the New York Times that all living
things—plants, animals, and mankind—should have “genu- But times are changing, as the axe is beginning to fall. It is

dawning on some union officials that management is noine equality,” it is easy to see how environmentalists could
be made to believe anything—including that DDT is longer interested in producing cars, but only in financial

speculation.dangerous.7

To turn this around, requires more than funding of indoor For a short period in October 2004, everybody in Ger-
many was aware of the bitter fact of the crisis in the automo-residual spraying with DDT—although that is a life-saving

start. The World Bank under neo-conservative Paul Wolfo- tive sector: At that time, a wildcat strike by workers, in de-
fense of jobs at the Bochum plant of Opel, the Germanwitz, USAID under the Bush/Cheney Administration, and

the American Enterprise Institute under the philosophy of daughter firm of General Motors, created sympathy through-
out Germany, far beyond the car-making sector as such. TheFriedrich von Hayek are emphatically opposed to the kind

of changes required: We need a fundamental change in the strike, staged against the policy of the factory labor council
under chairman Klaus Franz, who favored discussions witholigarchic control of the world financial system, so that sover-

eign nations can protect the general welfare of their popula- the Opel management, went against an ultimatum posed by
the European section of GM, for eliminating 12,000 jobs,tions and pursue development policies, including infrastruc-

ture building. Only then will Africa—and the people in the mostly in Germany. In a joint coercive move by the manage-
ment, the factory council, and the media, the strike wasrest of the world—be able to eliminate diseases like malaria

and bring a now dying population up to the highest level of crushed, and the managers “conceded” to axing only half of
the jobs in Germany, and the other half were to be cut else-living standards.
where in Europe. A job guarantee was granted until 2010, and
many of those who had been scheduled to be laid off, were6. The NSSM 200 document is discussed at length in EIR, Dec. 8, 1995. An
offered buy-outs.online summary can be found at http://www.schillerinstitute.org/food_

for_peace/kiss_nssm_jb_1995.htm. The deal was praised by the afore-mentioned Klaus Franz,
who henceforth kept spreading the line that if there was a7. Among the signers of the “Morelia Declaration,” published in the New

York Times on Oct. 10, 1991, were F. Sherwood Rowland, a professor at the crisis at GM in the U.S.A., the jobs in Germany and Europe
University of California and inventor of the “ozone hole” scare (for which were “safe, because we have it on paper.” Franz kept saying
he won a Nobel Prize), and 1993 president of the American Association for

that, for 18 months, thereby contributing his part to the estab-the Advancement of Science. The last paragraph of declaration reads: If
lishment’s effort of putting labor to sleep.the latter half of the 20th century has been marked by human liberation

movements, the final decade of the second millenium will be characterized by
liberation movements among species, so that one day we can attain genuine Portuguese GM Plant Hit Hard
equality among all living things.” But dramatic developments in early June 2006 forced him

to change his line. Upon directives from the GM headquarters
in Detroit, the European management of GM announced plans
to shut down production in Portugal, axing 1,200 jobs at theWEEKLY INTERNET
Azambuja plant there, one of the most modern GM plants inAUDIO TALK SHOW
Europe. Production of the Combo light transporter there, was
to be transferred to the GM plant at Zaragoza, Spain, therebyThe LaRouche Show
compensating the Spanish site for losing a major percentage

EVERY SATURDAY of its own streetcar production to a site in Poland. Several
weeks earlier, the GM Europe management had already an-3:00-4:00 p.m. Eastern Time
nounced plans to eliminate 900 jobs at the Ellesmere Porthttp://www.larouchepub.com/radio
plant in Scotland. And, as became known, Portugal was just
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Layoffs at Volkswagen
At the time Franz said that, other news from the auto

sector made clear that the rest of the car-making industry was
entering a new round of massive shutdowns and layoffs, as
well. For example at Volkswagen, the management reiterated
plans already mooted at the beginning of the year, to axe
20,000 out of 103,000 jobs that VW has at its six plants in
Germany. The managers posed an ultimatum to the workers
at the main plant in Wolfsburg, demanding that they work
one day more a week, but for the pay of only four days, or
production of the popular Golf, the main VW model, would
be transferred to a “less costly” site in Europe’s east—Slo-
vakia, for example. Growing unrest among VW workers was
answered by leaks from the management, threatening that
30,000 jobs would have to be axed. At the same time, the
management of VW do Brasil confirmed plans to lay off at
least 25% of its workforce of 22,000, because the Fox car
produced in Brazil, would henceforth “have to be produced
elsewhere, because of the necessity to cut costs.”

As for the alleged “necessity to cut costs,” one has to see
that the 500 euros more which management claims has to be
spent in Portugal, than in Eastern Europe, does not by itself
explain why the plant in Azambuja has to be shut down. 500
euros for a single car is a ridiculously small margin, which
could easily be compensated by restructuring the production
process without cutting any jobs, according to metal worker
union officials called by this author. The cost factor is not the
real reason, something else is going on, the metal worker

EIRNS unionists said, and it has to do with the prevalence of the
aggressive shareholder mentality: At the present time, theThere was great sympathy throughout Germany for workers at the

Bochum plant of Opel, the German daughter firm of GM, in 2004, European Commission in Brussels is offering generous sub-
when Opel wanted to eliminate 12,000 jobs, mostly in Germany. sidies for new plants in Eastern Europe and in Russia, which
But then denial set in, as labor leaders promised that things were together with tax rebates and additional subsidies by the re-
under control. They weren’t, as workers are now learning. Shown
here is a demonstration at Bochum in 2004. spective national governments and regional authorities, are

covering a large part of the investment costs. That “pays off”
for shareholder interests, who have no interest in the produc-
tion of cars, but rather only in the revenue they can accrue.one country on the list of the management, as the plants in

Germany and Sweden were to be targetted next. Unrest The managements in place today, at GM as well as at other
car producers, are no longer “car people” but “experts in ex-among GM workers kept growing, and the strike of the Portu-

guese GM workers was supported by sympathy strikes at all tracting money,” a metal worker unionist said. With such
people in the managements, one cannot have a future for carother GM sites in Europe.

Once things had developed that far, even Klaus Franz felt production in Europe.
One metal worker union official even went further, tellingcompelled to change his line, telling the Financial Times on

June 15 that the shutdown threat to Portugal, was one to be this author that at Volkswagen, there are people in the man-
agement who would rather, at the next best opportunity, walktaken seriously throughout the rest of Europe. “Everybody

knows the shutdown at Azambuja is the first step towards out of producing cars altogether, and concentrate on financial
deals. Indeed, the financial services section of the Volkswa-losing the manufacturing footprint from western Europe to

eastern Europe.” Franz added that a shift eastward has the gen group has been the “most profitable” of all sections, in
the recent period. One has to see, however, that this profit haspotential to hurt not just car workers, but western Europe’s

economies as a whole, because the car-making sector was the been made on the financial markets, not in the auto sector
as such. Pleasing the shareholders, has become priority forcore of industry in Germany and Europe. “From a company

standpoint, you can say OK, it makes sense to go to the east, managers, over producing cars, and the “necessity to cut
costs” has to do with problems of the financial market, ratherbut if this is the mainstream, you will damage the western

economies—then who will buy the cars?” than with anything related to the auto sector as such.
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